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key questions of high energy astrophysics 1

How (relativistic or non-relativistic) outflows are accelerated and
how the energy is converted to thermal and non-thermal emission?

What is the central engine?  à mostly compact objects (BH, NS, WD)



What kind of massive star (RSG, BSG, WR) produces
what kind of compact object (NS or BH? B field, rotation, disk?) 

and what kind of explosive transient (SN, GRB or else) ?

Image credit: Chandra

key questions of high energy astrophysics 1I



What kind of compact binaries (BBH, BNS, BHNS, …) produces
what kind of compact object (NS or BH? B field, rotation, disk?) 

and what kind of explosive transient (GRB, FRB, or else) ?
How compact binaries are formed?

Image credit: Chandra

key questions of high energy astrophysics III
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1.  A missing link 



The diversity of young neutron stars 

�



(Young) pulsars

1

Fig. 1. Three examples of Chandra-observed pulsar wind nebulae. (Left) The
Crab Nebula (the image is 5′ across) with its clear toroidal morphology and jet structure
(NASA/CXC/SAO/F. Seward et al). (Middle) The PSR B1509−58 pulsar wind nebula, knick-
named the “hand of God” (image is 20′ across; NASA/CXC/SAO/P.Slane, et al., Ng et
al. in prep.). (Right) The ‘Mouse’ ram-pressure-confined pulsar wind nebula (1.2′ across;
NASA/CXC/SAO/B.Gaensler et al. Radio: NSF/NRAO/VLA; [19]). These images provide an
indication of the variety of structures possible in PWNe.

Fig. 2. P -Ṗ diagram for 1704 objects, including 1674 RPPs (small black dots), 9 AXPs
(blue crosses), 5 SGRs (green crosses), 3 CCOs (cyan circles), 6 INSs (mageneta squares), and 7
RRATs (red triangles) for which these parameters have been measured. Open circles indicate bi-
nary systems. Data from the ATNF Pulsar catalog (www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat),
the McGill SGR/AXP Online Catalog (www.physics.mcgill.ca/ pulsar/magnetar/main.html), as
well as from [75] and [59]. MSPs are RPPs having periods below ∼20 ms. Lines of constant
B (dashed) and τ (dot-dashed) are provided. The solid line is a model death line (see text).
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Fig. 2. P -Ṗ diagram for 1704 objects, including 1674 RPPs (small black dots), 9 AXPs
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RRATs (red triangles) for which these parameters have been measured. Open circles indicate bi-
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Central Compact objects
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Fig. 1. Three examples of Chandra-observed pulsar wind nebulae. (Left) The
Crab Nebula (the image is 5′ across) with its clear toroidal morphology and jet structure
(NASA/CXC/SAO/F. Seward et al). (Middle) The PSR B1509−58 pulsar wind nebula, knick-
named the “hand of God” (image is 20′ across; NASA/CXC/SAO/P.Slane, et al., Ng et
al. in prep.). (Right) The ‘Mouse’ ram-pressure-confined pulsar wind nebula (1.2′ across;
NASA/CXC/SAO/B.Gaensler et al. Radio: NSF/NRAO/VLA; [19]). These images provide an
indication of the variety of structures possible in PWNe.

Fig. 2. P -Ṗ diagram for 1704 objects, including 1674 RPPs (small black dots), 9 AXPs
(blue crosses), 5 SGRs (green crosses), 3 CCOs (cyan circles), 6 INSs (mageneta squares), and 7
RRATs (red triangles) for which these parameters have been measured. Open circles indicate bi-
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The diversity of young neutron stars 

�

The formation rates are roughly comparable 
~ 1/100-1000 yr. 

What makes them different?



CCO formation -
Fallback accretion may be crucial! 

e.g., Torres-Forne ́ et al.16

injection rate from a rotating neutron star can be described as Q̇crit ≈ (µ2Ω4/c3)× (Rlc/R∗)2, or

Q̇crit ∼ 2.7× 1045 ergs−1
!

B∗

1013G

"2! P

10ms

"−2

, (32)

where µ=B∗
2R∗

3 is the magnetic moment, Ω= 2π/P is the angular frequency, and Rlc = c/Ω is the

light cylinder radius. We note that the above energy injection rate is different from the classical dipole

spindown rate, Q̇dipole ≈ (µ2Ω4/c3). The additional factor (Rlc/R∗)2 represents the enhancement of

spindown luminosity (Parfrey, Spitkovsky, & Beloborodov 2016); the magnetic fields are maximally

open, like a split monopole, due to the accretion. From Eqs. (29-32), we obtain the critical accretion

rate as

Ṁcrit,repul ∼ 8×10−5M⊙ s
−1 ξs,crit

0.3

(4πDfb

√
ξs)crit
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!
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20s
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.(33)

If Ṁfb
<∼ Ṁcrit,repul, a bulk of the fallback matter will be directly repelled by the spindown power.

Otherwise, it accretes on the neutron-star surface.

If Ṁfb
>∼ Ṁcrit,repul and the accretion rate is so large, the surface magnetic field of the neu-

tron star can be buried and the spindown power significantly decreases (Torres-Forné et al. 2016).

Extrapolating the results of Torres-Forné et al. 20161, the threshold value for burying the magnetic

field may be described as

Ṁcrit,bury ∼ 10−5M⊙ s
−1
!

B∗

1013G

"3/2

. (34)

In the case of Ṁcrit,repul
<∼ Ṁfb

<∼ Ṁcrit,bury, the situation will be more complicated. At first, the

fallback matter accretes on the neutron star; the magnetic fields and spindown energy are confined

in a near surface region. As the fallback rate decreases with time, large-scale fields emerge and

the spindown power pushes back the fallback matter. In Fig. 5, we show how the consequences

of a fallback accretion depend on B∗ and P for Ṁfb = 10−6M⊙ s−1(left), 10−5M⊙ s−1(center), and

10−4M⊙ s−1(right).

Let us now discuss possible connection between the diversities of neutron-star formation with

fallback accretion and the observed young neutron stars. From Fig. 5, the condition Ṁfb < Ṁcrit,repul

is always satisfied for fast-spinning strongly-magnetized neutron stars with B∗ >∼ 1013G and P <∼
a few ms. Such cases have been proposed as a plausible central engine of extragalactic transients

like gamma ray bursts, superluminous supernovae, and fast radio bursts (see e.g., Metzger et al.

2015; Kashiyama et al. 2016; Kashiyama & Murase 2017; Margalit et al. 2018 and references

therein) 2. A similar range of B∗ and P have been also considered in the context of Galactic magne-

tar formation; the magnetic field amplification can be attributed to the proto-neutron-star convection
1 There is a typo in their Eq. (25).

2 Also see Metzger, Beniamini, & Giannios 2018 for the impact of fallback accretion on the time evolution of spin in the early stage.
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Fallback accretion can bury the B field 
if Mdot is smaller than 

OK, then how to make pulsars?



Pulsar wind vs fallback accretion
Shigeyama & KK 18Constructing a new sequence of self-similar solutions

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the model consisting of three regions. Region I is adjacent to the central object. The energy from the central object is supposed to

be uniformly deposited in this region. Region II contains the shocked fallback matter and is separated from Region I by a contact surface. In Region III, the

matter freely falls due to the gravity of the central object. An expanding shock front separates Region II from Region III.

inject energy into the fallback matter via e.g., neutrino emission, pulsar and/or accretion-disk wind.

Competition between the fallback accretion onto and the energy injection from compact objects may

result in a variety of outcomes and lead to a diversity of compact objects and supernovae.

In this paper, we investigate the dynamics of fallback matter being pushed back by an energy

injection from the central object by newly constructing spherically symmetric self-similar solutions.

We consider fallback matter marginally bound by the gravitational field of the central object with a

mass Mc and a power-law energy injection rate from the central object;

Q̇= Llt
l. (1)

Here Ll and l are constants and t is the time measured from the onset of the energy deposition.

Although our solutions are described by a single non-dimensional variable

ξ =
r

(GMct2)1/3
, (2)

where r is the radial coordinate and G denotes the gravitational constant, a variety of density and

velocity structures can be realized depending on the strength of the injection and so on, which, to our

knowledge, have not been seen in previous studies.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The next section describes our model. Section 3

presents our self-similar solutions with various values of parameters. In Section 4, after summarizing

the results, we discuss some applications of our solutions to neutron star formation and relations to

previous works.

2

2 Model

We consider the flow of fallback matter affected by the energy deposition from a central object.

Following Masuyama et al. (2016), we divide the flow into three distinct regions (see Fig. 1): the

innermost region (Region I) adjacent to the central object where the energy is deposited uniformly,

Region II where the fallback matter is shocked and turns into outflow at a certain point depending on

ξc and γ, and the outermost region in which cold matter freely falls due to the gravity of the central

object (Region III). Regions I and II are separated by the contact discontinuity specified by the non-

dimensional quantity as ξ = ξc. The shock front divides the fallback matter into Regions II and III

at ξ = ξs. Such a flow structure has been reproduced in numerical simulations (e.g., Masuyama et al.

2016).

2.1 Energy deposition region (Region I)

The central object is assumed to deposit energy in a uniform spherical region with a radius Rc =

ξc(GMct2)1/3. The internal energy Ec and pressure Pc in this region evolve with time t according to

the first law of thermodynamics as

dEc

dt
+Pc

d

dt

!
4πR3

c

3

"

= Llt
l. (3)

Here Ll and l are constant. The subscript l of Ll indicates that the dimension of this quantity depends

on the value of l. This region becomes very hot and the equation of state can be approximated by that

for ultra-relativistic gas, that is, Ec = 4πPcR3
c .

2.2 Fallback matter (Regions II and III)

Fallback matter can be divided into the shocked fallback matter (Region II) and the surrounding

accreted matter (Region III). The motion of the surrounding matter is not affected by the energy

deposition but controlled solely by the gravity from the central object. We describe the flow in Region

II by using a self-similar solution. We note that the problems treated in this paper involves two

constant quantities with physical dimensions GMc and Ll.

Here we assume that the spherically symmetric flow depends on time t and r only through t

and ξ(r, t). Thus the density ρ, the velocity v, and the pressure p take the forms of

ρ(ξ, t) =
Lltl−

1
3D(ξ)

(GMc)
5/3

, (4)

v(ξ, t) =
#
GMc

t

$1/3

V (ξ), (5)

3
p(ξ, t) =

Lltl−1Pr(ξ)

GMc
, (6)

as functions of ξ and t. Here we have introduced non-dimensional functions D(ξ), V (ξ), and Pr(ξ).

The governing equations are described as

∂ρ(ξ, t)

∂t
+

∂r2ρ(ξ, t)v(ξ, t)

r2∂r
= 0, (7)

ρ(ξ, t)

!
∂v(ξ, t)

∂t
+ v(ξ, t)

∂v(ξ, t)

∂r

"

+
GMcρ(ξ, t)

r2
+

∂p(ξ, t)

∂r
= 0, (8)

!
∂

∂t
+ v(ξ, t)

∂

∂r

"#
p(ξ, t)

(γ− 1)ρ(ξ, t)

$

+ p(ξ, t)

!
∂

∂t
+ v(ξ, t)

∂

∂r

"#
1

ρ(ξ, t)

$

= 0. (9)

After some manipulations we obtain ordinary differential equations for non-dimensional functions

D(ξ), V (ξ), and Pr(ξ) as

ξ(2ξ− 3V (ξ))D′(ξ)−D(ξ)(3lξ+3ξV ′(ξ)+ 6V (ξ)− ξ) = 0, (10)

D(ξ)
%
ξ2(2ξ− 3V (ξ))V ′(ξ)+ ξ2V (ξ)− 3

&
= 3ξ2

′
Pr(ξ), (11)

γ(2ξ− 3V (ξ))
D′(ξ)

D(ξ)
+ (3(1− γ)l+ γ− 3)+ (3V (ξ)− 2ξ)

Pr′(ξ)

Pr(ξ)
= 0, (12)

where ′ denotes the derivative with respect to ξ. Eqs. (10-12) can be rewritten as

D′(ξ) =
D(ξ)(D(ξ)(9− 3ξV (ξ)((3l− 4)ξ+6V (ξ))+ (6l− 2)ξ3))

ξ2 (D(ξ)(2ξ− 3V (ξ))2 − 9γPr(ξ))

+
9ξ2(−3γl+ γ+3l− 3)D(ξ)Pr(ξ)

ξ2(2ξ− 3V (ξ))(D(ξ)(2ξ− 3V (ξ))2 − 9γPr(ξ))
, (13)

V ′(ξ) =
9ξPr(ξ)(2γV (ξ)+ (l− 1)ξ)−D(ξ)(2ξ− 3V (ξ))(ξ2V (ξ)− 3)

ξ2 (D(ξ)(2ξ− 3V (ξ))2 − 9γPr(ξ))
, (14)

′
Pr(ξ) =

3D(ξ)Pr(ξ)(3ξV (ξ)(ξ(γ− l+1)− 2γV (ξ))+ 3γ+2(l− 1)ξ3)

ξ2 (D(ξ)(2ξ− 3V (ξ))2 − 9γPr(ξ))
. (15)

From the second term of the right hand side of equation (13), we can find that the derivative of the

density diverges at ξc where

V (ξc) =
2ξc
3
, (16)

is satisfied while the other derivatives of the pressure and the velocity do not diverge. Thus this point

ξ = ξc defines the contact surface between Regions I and II. To obtain the solutions, we numerically

integrate Eqs.(13-15).

The solution for the flow in Region III is obtained by ignoring pressure in equations (10) and

(11) (or (13) and (14)) as

V (ξ) =−
'
2

ξ
, (17)
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Dfb
<latexit sha1_base64="30Wgu5RZ42oT6hyGkzZADzolAbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30Wgu5RZ42oT6hyGkzZADzolAbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30Wgu5RZ42oT6hyGkzZADzolAbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30Wgu5RZ42oT6hyGkzZADzolAbA=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 2. Relations between some characteristic quantities and ξc for solutions with four different values of γ: 6/5 (top left panel), 4/3 (top right panel), 7/5

(bottom left panel), and 5/3 (bottom right panel). l = 0 for all the solutions.
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Fig. 3. Distributions of the density D, the pressure Pr, and the velocity V as functions of ξ for solutions with 3 different values of l: 0 (left panel), −2/3

(middle panel), and −0.9 (right panel). γ = 5/3 for all the solutions. The values of ξs are chosen arbitrarily.

7

� = 6/5
<latexit sha1_base64="cTKVrXYm5J0Fw0mx9lXn8QOaw20=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqulAQJFgU3dQb8YUgiG5cttaqYEWSONZgXiRpQYs/4AfowoUPEBE/w40/4MJPEFdSwY0Lb9OAqKh3mJkzZ+65c2ZGc03DD4geY1JdfUNjU3NLvLWtvaMz0dW96jtFTxc53TEdb11TfWEatsgFRmCKddcTqqWZYk3bW6zur5WE5xuOvRLsu2LTUgu2sWPoasBUPl9QLUuV5+SpscmtRJJSFIb8EygRSCKKtJO4Rh7bcKCjCAsCNgLGJlT43DaggOAyt4kycx4jI9wXOESctUXOEpyhMrvHY4FXGxFr87pa0w/VOp9icvdYKWOIHuiGKnRPt/RE77/WKoc1ql72edZqWuFudR71Zd/+VVk8B9j9VP3pOcAOZkKvBnt3Q6Z6C72mLx2cVLKzy0PlYbqkZ/Z/QY90xzewS6/6VUYsnyLOH6B8f+6fYHU8pVBKyUwk5xeir2hGPwYxwu89jXksIY 0cn+viGGc4j71IvdKAJNdSpVik6cGXkEY/AKTtjWQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cTKVrXYm5J0Fw0mx9lXn8QOaw20=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqulAQJFgU3dQb8YUgiG5cttaqYEWSONZgXiRpQYs/4AfowoUPEBE/w40/4MJPEFdSwY0Lb9OAqKh3mJkzZ+65c2ZGc03DD4geY1JdfUNjU3NLvLWtvaMz0dW96jtFTxc53TEdb11TfWEatsgFRmCKddcTqqWZYk3bW6zur5WE5xuOvRLsu2LTUgu2sWPoasBUPl9QLUuV5+SpscmtRJJSFIb8EygRSCKKtJO4Rh7bcKCjCAsCNgLGJlT43DaggOAyt4kycx4jI9wXOESctUXOEpyhMrvHY4FXGxFr87pa0w/VOp9icvdYKWOIHuiGKnRPt/RE77/WKoc1ql72edZqWuFudR71Zd/+VVk8B9j9VP3pOcAOZkKvBnt3Q6Z6C72mLx2cVLKzy0PlYbqkZ/Z/QY90xzewS6/6VUYsnyLOH6B8f+6fYHU8pVBKyUwk5xeir2hGPwYxwu89jXksIY 0cn+viGGc4j71IvdKAJNdSpVik6cGXkEY/AKTtjWQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cTKVrXYm5J0Fw0mx9lXn8QOaw20=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqulAQJFgU3dQb8YUgiG5cttaqYEWSONZgXiRpQYs/4AfowoUPEBE/w40/4MJPEFdSwY0Lb9OAqKh3mJkzZ+65c2ZGc03DD4geY1JdfUNjU3NLvLWtvaMz0dW96jtFTxc53TEdb11TfWEatsgFRmCKddcTqqWZYk3bW6zur5WE5xuOvRLsu2LTUgu2sWPoasBUPl9QLUuV5+SpscmtRJJSFIb8EygRSCKKtJO4Rh7bcKCjCAsCNgLGJlT43DaggOAyt4kycx4jI9wXOESctUXOEpyhMrvHY4FXGxFr87pa0w/VOp9icvdYKWOIHuiGKnRPt/RE77/WKoc1ql72edZqWuFudR71Zd/+VVk8B9j9VP3pOcAOZkKvBnt3Q6Z6C72mLx2cVLKzy0PlYbqkZ/Z/QY90xzewS6/6VUYsnyLOH6B8f+6fYHU8pVBKyUwk5xeir2hGPwYxwu89jXksIY 0cn+viGGc4j71IvdKAJNdSpVik6cGXkEY/AKTtjWQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cTKVrXYm5J0Fw0mx9lXn8QOaw20=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqulAQJFgU3dQb8YUgiG5cttaqYEWSONZgXiRpQYs/4AfowoUPEBE/w40/4MJPEFdSwY0Lb9OAqKh3mJkzZ+65c2ZGc03DD4geY1JdfUNjU3NLvLWtvaMz0dW96jtFTxc53TEdb11TfWEatsgFRmCKddcTqqWZYk3bW6zur5WE5xuOvRLsu2LTUgu2sWPoasBUPl9QLUuV5+SpscmtRJJSFIb8EygRSCKKtJO4Rh7bcKCjCAsCNgLGJlT43DaggOAyt4kycx4jI9wXOESctUXOEpyhMrvHY4FXGxFr87pa0w/VOp9icvdYKWOIHuiGKnRPt/RE77/WKoc1ql72edZqWuFudR71Zd/+VVk8B9j9VP3pOcAOZkKvBnt3Q6Z6C72mLx2cVLKzy0PlYbqkZ/Z/QY90xzewS6/6VUYsnyLOH6B8f+6fYHU8pVBKyUwk5xeir2hGPwYxwu89jXksIY 0cn+viGGc4j71IvdKAJNdSpVik6cGXkEY/AKTtjWQ=</latexit>

� = 4/3
<latexit sha1_base64="wV/XnVI8ocXWiQy7C2eDEPf85i4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wV/XnVI8ocXWiQy7C2eDEPf85i4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wV/XnVI8ocXWiQy7C2eDEPf85i4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wV/XnVI8ocXWiQy7C2eDEPf85i4=">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</latexit>

� = 7/5
<latexit sha1_base64="3sIvaD+uLDFklbsW/k/KkO2rBss=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3sIvaD+uLDFklbsW/k/KkO2rBss=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3sIvaD+uLDFklbsW/k/KkO2rBss=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqulAQJFgU3dQbURRBEN24VGtbwYokcVqDeZGkBS3+gB+gCxc+QET8DDf+gAs/QVxJBTcuvE0DoqLeYWbOnLnnzpkZzTUNPyB6jEkNjU3NLa1t8faOzq7uRE9v1ndKni4yumM63oam+sI0bJEJjMAUG64nVEszRU7bW6rt58rC8w3HXg/2XbFlqUXbKBi6GjCVzxdVy1LleXlmYno7kaQUhSH/BEoEkohixUlcI48dONBRggUBGwFjEyp8bptQQHCZ20KFOY+REe4LHCLO2hJnCc5Qmd3jscirzYi1eV2r6YdqnU8xuXuslDFCD3RDVbqnW3qi919rVcIaNS/7PGt1rXC3u48G0m//qiyeA+x+qv70HKCA2dCrwd7dkKndQq/rywcn1fTc2khllC7pmf1f0CPd8Q3s8qt+tSrWThHnD1C+P/dPkJ1MKZRSVqeSC4vRV7RiEMMY4/eewQKWsYIMn+viGGc4j71I/dKQJNdTpVik6cOXkMY/AKbvjWU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3sIvaD+uLDFklbsW/k/KkO2rBss=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqulAQJFgU3dQbURRBEN24VGtbwYokcVqDeZGkBS3+gB+gCxc+QET8DDf+gAs/QVxJBTcuvE0DoqLeYWbOnLnnzpkZzTUNPyB6jEkNjU3NLa1t8faOzq7uRE9v1ndKni4yumM63oam+sI0bJEJjMAUG64nVEszRU7bW6rt58rC8w3HXg/2XbFlqUXbKBi6GjCVzxdVy1LleXlmYno7kaQUhSH/BEoEkohixUlcI48dONBRggUBGwFjEyp8bptQQHCZ20KFOY+REe4LHCLO2hJnCc5Qmd3jscirzYi1eV2r6YdqnU8xuXuslDFCD3RDVbqnW3qi919rVcIaNS/7PGt1rXC3u48G0m//qiyeA+x+qv70HKCA2dCrwd7dkKndQq/rywcn1fTc2khllC7pmf1f0CPd8Q3s8qt+tSrWThHnD1C+P/dPkJ1MKZRSVqeSC4vRV7RiEMMY4/eewQKWsYIMn+viGGc4j71I/dKQJNdTpVik6cOXkMY/AKbvjWU=</latexit>
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comparable population can also be naturally explained since the typical parameters at their birth,

B∗∼1013G and P ∼100ms, roughly coincide with the intersection of the boundaries of three regions.

We should note, however, that the self-similar solutions in Sec. 3 and calculations by Torres-Forné et

al. 2016 are one dimensional. Multi-dimensional effects in fallback accretion have to be taken into

account consistently. We should also note that, in order to connect their state at birth to observational

properties at tage >∼ a few 100 yrs, one should also take into account the long-term evolution of spin

and magnetic fields. We will investigate these topics elsewhere.

5 Summary and Discussion

We have presented series of self-similar solutions for fallback matter being shocked and repelled by

the energy deposition from a central object. The behavior of the solutions changes depending on the

adiabatic index γ in the shocked region. In cases of γ > 4/3, we can find a self-similar solution for

arbitrarily large fallback accretion rate by taking the radius of the contact surface correspondingly

small. On the other hand, in cases of γ ≤ 4/3, there are upper-bounds to the accretion rate at the

shock front r = rs:

Ṁcrit =
rsQ̇

GMc
× (4πDfb

!
ξs)crit. (35)

The critical values of 4πDfb

√
ξs, ranging from ∼1−100, are shown in Table 1. Note that 4πDfb

√
ξs=

1 corresponds to the cases where the accretion luminosity GṀMc/rs is equal to the energy deposition

rate from the central object Q̇. For Ṁ > Ṁcrit, the fallback matter will plunge into the central object.

We have applied the self-similar solution to neutron star formation with fallback accretion. ...

.

5.1 Relation to Previous Works

We here discuss relation between our and previous studies.

The shock propagates outward with the radius proportional to t3/2 in our models. A similar

behavior of the shock front was obtained from numerical computations for fallback presented in

Zel’dovich et al. (1972). Thus our model can capture some features of realistic models that treat the

energy source originating from gravitational energy of accreted matter.

Colgate (1971) emphasized the role of neutrino emission in driving intense fallback motion.

Zel’dovich et al. (1972) discussed the accretion of up to 10−5 M⊙ assuming a static power-law den-

sity distribution proportional to r−3/2 (r denotes the radial coordinate) as the initial condition, which

results in a constant accretion rate. They computed hydrodynamics of the fallback matter including
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For γ <= 4/3, there is no solution with accretion rate larger than 
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Fallback accretion can be repelled if Mdot is smaller than   

injection rate from a rotating neutron star can be described as Q̇crit ≈ (µ2Ω4/c3)× (Rlc/R∗)2, or

Q̇crit ∼ 2.7× 1045 ergs−1
!

B∗

1013G

"2! P

10ms

"−2

, (32)

where µ=B∗
2R∗

3 is the magnetic moment, Ω= 2π/P is the angular frequency, and Rlc = c/Ω is the

light cylinder radius. We note that the above energy injection rate is different from the classical dipole

spindown rate, Q̇dipole ≈ (µ2Ω4/c3). The additional factor (Rlc/R∗)2 represents the enhancement of

spindown luminosity (Parfrey, Spitkovsky, & Beloborodov 2016); the magnetic fields are maximally

open, like a split monopole, due to the accretion. From Eqs. (29-32), we obtain the critical accretion

rate as

Ṁcrit,repul ∼ 8×10−5M⊙ s
−1 ξs,crit

0.3

(4πDfb

√
ξs)crit

10

!
B∗

1013G

"2! P

10ms

"−2! tfb
20s

"2/3

.(33)

If Ṁfb
<∼ Ṁcrit,repul, a bulk of the fallback matter will be directly repelled by the spindown power.

Otherwise, it accretes on the neutron-star surface.

If Ṁfb
>∼ Ṁcrit,repul and the accretion rate is so large, the surface magnetic field of the neu-

tron star can be buried and the spindown power significantly decreases (Torres-Forné et al. 2016).

Extrapolating the results of Torres-Forné et al. 20161, the threshold value for burying the magnetic

field may be described as

Ṁcrit,bury ∼ 10−5M⊙ s
−1
!

B∗

1013G

"3/2

. (34)

In the case of Ṁcrit,repul
<∼ Ṁfb

<∼ Ṁcrit,bury, the situation will be more complicated. At first, the

fallback matter accretes on the neutron star; the magnetic fields and spindown energy are confined

in a near surface region. As the fallback rate decreases with time, large-scale fields emerge and

the spindown power pushes back the fallback matter. In Fig. 5, we show how the consequences

of a fallback accretion depend on B∗ and P for Ṁfb = 10−6M⊙ s−1(left), 10−5M⊙ s−1(center), and

10−4M⊙ s−1(right).

Let us now discuss possible connection between the diversities of neutron-star formation with

fallback accretion and the observed young neutron stars. From Fig. 5, the condition Ṁfb < Ṁcrit,repul

is always satisfied for fast-spinning strongly-magnetized neutron stars with B∗ >∼ 1013G and P <∼
a few ms. Such cases have been proposed as a plausible central engine of extragalactic transients

like gamma ray bursts, superluminous supernovae, and fast radio bursts (see e.g., Metzger et al.

2015; Kashiyama et al. 2016; Kashiyama & Murase 2017; Margalit et al. 2018 and references

therein) 2. A similar range of B∗ and P have been also considered in the context of Galactic magne-

tar formation; the magnetic field amplification can be attributed to the proto-neutron-star convection
1 There is a typo in their Eq. (25).

2 Also see Metzger, Beniamini, & Giannios 2018 for the impact of fallback accretion on the time evolution of spin in the early stage.
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repel the fallback at the shock front.

4 Application to neutron star formation with fallback accretion

Although the self-similar solutions constructed in the previous sections are valid under limited condi-

tions, they can be practically applicable to some astrophysical phenomena. Here we mainly consider

supernova fallback with an energy deposition of a newborn neutron star, in particular, a rotation-

powered one. We discuss the conditions for repelling the fallback accretion by the spindown lumi-

nosity and their implications on properties of associated supernovae and fates of the neutron stars.

When a successful supernova shock propagates through the progenitor star, a bulk of the stel-

lar material is ejected while a minor fraction falls back. The accretion rate and its time evolution

can be determined by the strength of the supernova shock and the inner structure of the progenitor.

For example, Ertl et al. 2016 estimate the fallback rate based on the one-dimensional numerical sim-

ulations of neutrino-driven explosions. The fallback typically starts when the neutrino luminosity

significantly decreases, i.e., tfb >∼ 10 s after the core bounce, and the accretion rate subsequently de-

creases as ∝ (t/tfb)−5/3 for t >∼ tfb. The total mass of the fallback matter increases for more massive

stars, ranging from Mfb ∼ 10−(2-4)M⊙ (Ertl et al. 2016). Correspondingly, the peak mass accretion

rate is estimated to be Ṁfb
<∼ 10−(3-5)M⊙ s−1.

In general, the maximum fallback accretion rate that can be repelled by the central energy

source is described with Mc, rs, (4πDfb

√
ξs) and Q̇ as Eq. (27). Since we consider a fallback accretion

onto a neutron star, we take Mc = M∗ ∼ 1.4 M⊙. Also we set the radius of the neutron star as

R∗∼ 12 km. When the fallback accretion starts, the position of the shock will be rs≈ ξs(GM∗tfb2)1/3,

or

rs ∼ 4.2× 109 cmξs

!
tfb
20s

"2/3

. (29)

In the critical situation, the inner contact radius should be set as the neutron star radius, i.e., ξc,crit ≈
R∗/(GM∗tfb2)1/3, or

ξc,crit ∼ 2.8× 10−4
!
tfb
20s

"−2/3

. (30)

The temperature in the shocked region is typically high and the radiation pressure dominates so that

the adiabatic index will be close to and slightly larger than 4/3. Combining this fact with Eq.(30), we

estimate the critical values of ξs and (4πDfb

√
ξs) from Fig. 2 as

ξs,crit ∼ 0.3 and (4πDfb

#
ξs)crit ∼ 10. (31)

Hereafter we assume l = 0 which is typically valid for t ∼ tfb >∼ 10s. Finally, the maximum energy
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In the critical situation, the inner contact radius should be set as the neutron star radius, i.e., ξc,crit ≈
R∗/(GM∗tfb2)1/3, or

ξc,crit ∼ 2.8× 10−4
!
tfb
20s

"−2/3

. (30)

The temperature in the shocked region is typically high and the radiation pressure dominates so that

the adiabatic index will be close to and slightly larger than 4/3. Combining this fact with Eq.(30), we

estimate the critical values of ξs and (4πDfb

√
ξs) from Fig. 2 as

ξs,crit ∼ 0.3 and (4πDfb

#
ξs)crit ∼ 10. (31)

Hereafter we assume l = 0 which is typically valid for t ∼ tfb >∼ 10s. Finally, the maximum energy
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In the critical situation, the inner contact radius should be set as the neutron star radius, i.e., ξc,crit ≈
R∗/(GM∗tfb2)1/3, or

ξc,crit ∼ 2.8× 10−4
!
tfb
20s

"−2/3

. (30)

The temperature in the shocked region is typically high and the radiation pressure dominates so that

the adiabatic index will be close to and slightly larger than 4/3. Combining this fact with Eq.(30), we

estimate the critical values of ξs and (4πDfb

√
ξs) from Fig. 2 as

ξs,crit ∼ 0.3 and (4πDfb

#
ξs)crit ∼ 10. (31)

Hereafter we assume l = 0 which is typically valid for t ∼ tfb >∼ 10s. Finally, the maximum energy
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injection rate from a rotating neutron star can be described as Q̇crit ≈ (µ2Ω4/c3)× (Rlc/R∗)2, or

Q̇crit ∼ 2.7× 1045 ergs−1
!

B∗

1013G

"2! P

10ms

"−2

, (32)

where µ=B∗
2R∗

3 is the magnetic moment, Ω= 2π/P is the angular frequency, and Rlc = c/Ω is the

light cylinder radius. We note that the above energy injection rate is different from the classical dipole

spindown rate, Q̇dipole ≈ (µ2Ω4/c3). The additional factor (Rlc/R∗)2 represents the enhancement of

spindown luminosity (Parfrey, Spitkovsky, & Beloborodov 2016); the magnetic fields are maximally

open, like a split monopole, due to the accretion. From Eqs. (29-32), we obtain the critical accretion

rate as

Ṁcrit,repul ∼ 8×10−5M⊙ s
−1 ξs,crit

0.3

(4πDfb

√
ξs)crit

10

!
B∗

1013G

"2! P

10ms

"−2! tfb
20s

"2/3

.(33)

If Ṁfb
<∼ Ṁcrit,repul, a bulk of the fallback matter will be directly repelled by the spindown power.

Otherwise, it accretes on the neutron-star surface.

If Ṁfb
>∼ Ṁcrit,repul and the accretion rate is so large, the surface magnetic field of the neu-

tron star can be buried and the spindown power significantly decreases (Torres-Forné et al. 2016).

Extrapolating the results of Torres-Forné et al. 20161, the threshold value for burying the magnetic

field may be described as

Ṁcrit,bury ∼ 10−5M⊙ s
−1
!

B∗

1013G

"3/2

. (34)

In the case of Ṁcrit,repul
<∼ Ṁfb

<∼ Ṁcrit,bury, the situation will be more complicated. At first, the

fallback matter accretes on the neutron star; the magnetic fields and spindown energy are confined

in a near surface region. As the fallback rate decreases with time, large-scale fields emerge and

the spindown power pushes back the fallback matter. In Fig. 5, we show how the consequences

of a fallback accretion depend on B∗ and P for Ṁfb = 10−6M⊙ s−1(left), 10−5M⊙ s−1(center), and

10−4M⊙ s−1(right).

Let us now discuss possible connection between the diversities of neutron-star formation with

fallback accretion and the observed young neutron stars. From Fig. 5, the condition Ṁfb < Ṁcrit,repul

is always satisfied for fast-spinning strongly-magnetized neutron stars with B∗ >∼ 1013G and P <∼
a few ms. Such cases have been proposed as a plausible central engine of extragalactic transients

like gamma ray bursts, superluminous supernovae, and fast radio bursts (see e.g., Metzger et al.

2015; Kashiyama et al. 2016; Kashiyama & Murase 2017; Margalit et al. 2018 and references

therein) 2. A similar range of B∗ and P have been also considered in the context of Galactic magne-

tar formation; the magnetic field amplification can be attributed to the proto-neutron-star convection
1 There is a typo in their Eq. (25).

2 Also see Metzger, Beniamini, & Giannios 2018 for the impact of fallback accretion on the time evolution of spin in the early stage.
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In the critical situation of NS with fallback, 

ß the shock surface at the fb time

ß the contact surface = the NS surface

ß γ >~ 4/3

ß a split monopole like spindown

Parfrey et al. 16



Fallback accretion onto NS 
e.g., Ugliano et al. 12; Ertl et al.16Should depend on the progenitor inner structure

The fallback typically starts when the neutrino luminosity significantly decreases, i.e., tfb ∼ 10 s 
after the core bounce, and the accretion rate subsequently decreases as ∝ (t/tfb)−5/3 for t ∼> tfb . 

The total mass of the fallback matter increases for more massive stars, ranging from 
Mfb ∼ 10−(2-4) M⊙ .

Correspondingly, the peak mass accretion rate is estimated to be ∼ 10−(3-5) M⊙ s−1. 



The fate of newborn neutron stars 
with fallback accretion

more abundant,
less massive progenitor 

less abundant,
more massive progenitor 
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Crab? 1987A? Cas A?

Low field magnetar? High field magnetar?

PSR?

CCO?

magnetar?



typical ranges of parameters for newborn NSs ~ the intersection of the boundaries

àThe fact that the three classes have a comparable population can be naturally explained?

The fate of newborn neutron stars 
with fallback accretion



2.  A Missing Central Engine



Fast radio bursts
• τ ~1-10 ms

• Sν ~ 0.1-1 Jy

• ν ~ GHz

• event rate ~ 103 day-1 sky-1

• δtν ~ ν -2

• DM ~ 500-1000 cm-3 pc

• ~50 events so far with Parkes,
Arecibo, and GBT, UTMOST,
ASKAP, (and CHIME?) but not
with LOFAR

• One is repeating (FRB121102)!

Figure 2: Frequency evolution and integrated pulse shape of the radio burst. The survey data,
collected on 2001 August 24, are shown here as a two-dimensional ‘waterfall plot’ of intensity
as a function of radio frequency versus time. The dispersion is clearly seen as a quadratic sweep
across the frequency band, with broadening towards lower frequencies. From a measurement of
the pulse delay across the receiver band using standard pulsar timing techniques, we determine
the DM to be 375±1 cm−3 pc. The two white lines separated by 15ms that bound the pulse show
the expected behavior for the cold-plasma dispersion law assuming a DM of 375 cm−3 pc. The
horizontal line at ∼ 1.34 GHz is an artifact in the data caused by a malfunctioning frequency
channel. This plot is for one of the offset beams in which the digitizers were not saturated.
By splitting the data into four frequency sub-bands we have measured both the half-power
pulse width and flux density spectrum over the observing bandwidth. Accounting for pulse
broadening due to known instrumental effects, we determine a frequency scaling relationship
for the observed width W = 4.6 ms (f/1.4 GHz)−4.8±0.4, where f is the observing frequency.
A power-law fit to the mean flux densities obtained in each sub-band yields a spectral index of
−4 ± 1. Inset: the total-power signal after a dispersive delay correction assuming a DM of 375
cm−3 pc and a reference frequency of 1.5165 GHz. The time axis on the inner figure also spans
the range 0–500 ms.
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All things considered, we cannot favour any one of these interpre-
tations. Future comparison of spectra from the persistent source and 
from individual bursts could rule out the ‘single source’ interpreta-
tion. The proximity of the two sources and their physical relationship 
can be probed by detecting a burst in VLBI observations or by using 
interstellar scintillations, which can resolve separations of less than 
one milliarcsecond.

If other fast radio bursts are similar to FRB 121102, then our dis-
covery implies that direct subarcsecond localizations of bursts are so 
far the only secure way to find associations. The unremarkable nature 
of the counterparts to FRB 121102 suggests that efforts to identify the 
counterparts of other fast radio bursts in large error boxes will be dif-
ficult and, given the lack of correlation between the variability of the 
persistent source and the bursts, rapid post-fast-radio-burst follow-up 
imaging in general may not be fruitful.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 2 | Radio and optical images of the FRB 121102 field. a, VLA 
image at 3 GHz with a combination of array configurations. The image 
resolution is 2″  and the r.m.s. is σ =  2 µ Jy per beam. The Arecibo detection9 
uncertainty regions (3′  beam FWHM) are indicated with overlapping 
white circles. The radio counterpart of the bursts detected at the VLA is 
highlighted by a 20″  white square within the overlap region. The colour 
scale indicates the observed flux density. Inset, Gemini r-band image of 
the 20″  square shows an optical counterpart (rAB =  25.1 ±  0.1 mag), as 
identified by the 5″  bars. b, The light curve of the persistent radio source 
coincident with FRB 121102 over the course of the VLA campaign, 
indicating variability on timescales shorter than 1 day. Error bars are 1σ. 
The average flux density of the source of about 180 µ Jy is marked in grey, 
and the epochs at which bursts were detected at the VLA are indicated 
(red triangles). The variability of the persistent radio counterpart is 
uncorrelated with the detection of bursts (see Methods).
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Figure 3 | Broadband spectral energy distribution of the counterpart. 
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energy distributions of other radio point sources are scaled to match the 
radio flux density at 10 GHz and overlaid for comparison: low-luminosity 
AGN in Henize 2-10, a star-forming dwarf galaxy28 placed at 25 Mpc 
(blue); radio-loud AGN QSO 2128−  12329 scaled by 10− 4.3 to simulate a 
lower-luminosity AGN and placed at 3 Gpc (yellow); and the Crab nebula30 
at 4 Mpc (red). Fν is the flux density and νFν is the flux density weighted by 
photon energy.
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It repeats! e.g., ~10 times in ~3 hrs
The host is identified!

a dwarf star-forming gal. 
@ z = 0.19

A persistent radio counterpart!



correlation, is proportional to ξ. Localization of the source in an
image (whether in the image or in the uv-domain) will tend to
have the same scaling if the uv-data are calculated with a tight
gate (time window) around the pulse so that it also scales as w.
Using only fluence as a detection statistic is not appropriate
because a high-fluence, very wide burst can still be buried in
the noise, whereas a narrower burst with equivalent fluence is
more easily discriminated from noise. Burst#2 was roughly an
order of magnitude brighter than the other three bursts and
shows a detection statistic ξ that is also a factor of >6 higher
than the other bursts. This brightest burst is separated by only
~7 mas from the centroid of the persistent source at the same
epoch and is positionally consistent at the ∼2σ level. We thus
find no convincing evidence that there is a significant offset
between the source of the bursts and the persistent source.
Since burst#2ʼs detection statistic, ξ, is significantly larger
than for any of the other three bursts, its apparent position is
least affected by noise in the image plane, as we explain in the
following section, Section 3.2. As such, in principle, it provides
the most accurate position of all four detected bursts and the
strongest constraint on the maximum offset between bursts and
the compact, persistent radio source.

3.2. Astrometric Accuracy

The astrometric accuracy of full-track (horizon-to-horizon
observations) EVN phase-referencing is usually limited by
systematic errors due to the poorly modeled troposphere,
ionosphere, and other factors. These errors are less than a
milliarcsecond in ideal cases (Pradel et al. 2006), but in practice
they can be a few milliarcseconds. Given the short duration of

the bursts (a few milliseconds), our interferometric EVN data
only contain a limited number of visibilities for each burst,
which results in a limited uv-coverage and thus very strong,
nearly equal-power sidelobes in the image plane (see Figure 3,
bottom panel). In this case, we are no longer limited only by the
low-level systematics described above. The errors in the
visibilities, either systematic or due to thermal noise, may lead
to large and non-Gaussian uncertainties in the position,
especially for low S/N, because the response function has
many sidelobes. It is not straightforward to derive the
astrometric errors for data with just a few-milliseconds
integration. Therefore, we conducted the following procedure
to verify the validity of the observed positions and to estimate
the errors.
First, we independently estimated the approximate position

of the strongest burst by fringe-fitting the burst data and using
only the residual delays (delay mapping; Y. Huang et al. 2017,
in preparation). With this method we have obtained an
approximate position of ( )a d= =-

+5 31 58. 698 ,J2000
h m s

0.006
0.004

J2000

( )¢ -
+33 8 52. 586 0.044

0.040 , where the quoted errors are at the 3σ
level. This method provides additional confidence that the
image-plane detection of the bursts is genuine, since the
positions obtained with the two methods are consistent at the
3σ level.

Figure 1. EVN image of the persistent source at 1.7 GHz (white contours)
together with the localization of the strongest burst (red cross), the other three
observed bursts (gray crosses), and the position obtained after averaging all
four bursts detected on 2016 September 20 (black cross). Contours start at a 2σ
noise level of 10μJy and increase by factors of 21 2. Dashed contours represent
negative levels. The color scale shows the image at 5.0 GHz from 2016
September 21. The synthesized beam at 5.0 GHz is represented by the gray
ellipse at the bottom left of the figure and for 1.7 GHz at the bottom right. The
lengths of the crosses represent the 1σ uncertainty in each direction. Crosses for
each individual burst reflect only the statistical errors derived from their S/N
and the beam size. The size of the cross for the mean position is determined
from the spread of the individual burst locations, weighted by ξ (see the text),
and is consistent with the centroid of the persistent source to within s<2 .

Figure 2. Top: dynamic spectrum of the strongest burst detected on 2016
September 20 (burst #2 in Table 1) from Arecibo autocorrelations, showing
the dispersive sweep across the observing band. Bottom: coherently
dedispersed and band-integrated profiles of the same burst as observed in the
cross-correlations for Arecibo–Effelsberg (Ar-Ef), Arecibo–Medicina (Ar-Mc),
and Effelsberg–Onsala (Ef-O8) after only applying a priori calibration. The
measured peak brightnesses are 11.9, 10.7, and 10.9 Jy, respectively, where the
error is typically 10%–20% for a priori calibration. The rms on each baseline is
12, 80, and 300 mJy, respectively.
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All things considered, we cannot favour any one of these interpre-
tations. Future comparison of spectra from the persistent source and 
from individual bursts could rule out the ‘single source’ interpreta-
tion. The proximity of the two sources and their physical relationship 
can be probed by detecting a burst in VLBI observations or by using 
interstellar scintillations, which can resolve separations of less than 
one milliarcsecond.

If other fast radio bursts are similar to FRB 121102, then our dis-
covery implies that direct subarcsecond localizations of bursts are so 
far the only secure way to find associations. The unremarkable nature 
of the counterparts to FRB 121102 suggests that efforts to identify the 
counterparts of other fast radio bursts in large error boxes will be dif-
ficult and, given the lack of correlation between the variability of the 
persistent source and the bursts, rapid post-fast-radio-burst follow-up 
imaging in general may not be fruitful.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 2 | Radio and optical images of the FRB 121102 field. a, VLA 
image at 3 GHz with a combination of array configurations. The image 
resolution is 2″  and the r.m.s. is σ =  2 µ Jy per beam. The Arecibo detection9 
uncertainty regions (3′  beam FWHM) are indicated with overlapping 
white circles. The radio counterpart of the bursts detected at the VLA is 
highlighted by a 20″  white square within the overlap region. The colour 
scale indicates the observed flux density. Inset, Gemini r-band image of 
the 20″  square shows an optical counterpart (rAB =  25.1 ±  0.1 mag), as 
identified by the 5″  bars. b, The light curve of the persistent radio source 
coincident with FRB 121102 over the course of the VLA campaign, 
indicating variability on timescales shorter than 1 day. Error bars are 1σ. 
The average flux density of the source of about 180 µ Jy is marked in grey, 
and the epochs at which bursts were detected at the VLA are indicated 
(red triangles). The variability of the persistent radio counterpart is 
uncorrelated with the detection of bursts (see Methods).
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Figure 3 | Broadband spectral energy distribution of the counterpart. 
Detections of the persistent radio source (blue circles), the optical 
counterpart (red and orange squares) and 5σ upper limits at various 
frequency bands (arrows) are shown; see Methods for details. Spectral 
energy distributions of other radio point sources are scaled to match the 
radio flux density at 10 GHz and overlaid for comparison: low-luminosity 
AGN in Henize 2-10, a star-forming dwarf galaxy28 placed at 25 Mpc 
(blue); radio-loud AGN QSO 2128−  12329 scaled by 10− 4.3 to simulate a 
lower-luminosity AGN and placed at 3 Gpc (yellow); and the Crab nebula30 
at 4 Mpc (red). Fν is the flux density and νFν is the flux density weighted by 
photon energy.
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The Persistent Radio Counterpart 

The spectrum is compatible with 
the Crab pulsar-wind nebula …

The source is localized within ~ 0.7 pc (!!)
& associated with a star forming region …

Kokubo+17

Spitler+16, Chatterjee+17, Marcote+17,Tendulkar+17, …



An FRB in a bottle? 

Or a bubble?
= pulsar wind nebula
& supernova remnant 



pulsar wind nebula

supernova ejecta

~ a few months after the explosion

The non-thermal pulsar wind nebula (PWN) emission in 
the radio bands starts to escape the supernova ejecta. 
à repeating FRBs and the persistent radio counterpart? 

The PWN emission is absorbed
and thermalized in the supernova ejecta, 
powering a luminous supernova.

A Very Young NS in a Bubble
~ 1-100 yr after the explosion
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All things considered, we cannot favour any one of these interpre-
tations. Future comparison of spectra from the persistent source and 
from individual bursts could rule out the ‘single source’ interpreta-
tion. The proximity of the two sources and their physical relationship 
can be probed by detecting a burst in VLBI observations or by using 
interstellar scintillations, which can resolve separations of less than 
one milliarcsecond.

If other fast radio bursts are similar to FRB 121102, then our dis-
covery implies that direct subarcsecond localizations of bursts are so 
far the only secure way to find associations. The unremarkable nature 
of the counterparts to FRB 121102 suggests that efforts to identify the 
counterparts of other fast radio bursts in large error boxes will be dif-
ficult and, given the lack of correlation between the variability of the 
persistent source and the bursts, rapid post-fast-radio-burst follow-up 
imaging in general may not be fruitful.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 2 | Radio and optical images of the FRB 121102 field. a, VLA 
image at 3 GHz with a combination of array configurations. The image 
resolution is 2″  and the r.m.s. is σ =  2 µ Jy per beam. The Arecibo detection9 
uncertainty regions (3′  beam FWHM) are indicated with overlapping 
white circles. The radio counterpart of the bursts detected at the VLA is 
highlighted by a 20″  white square within the overlap region. The colour 
scale indicates the observed flux density. Inset, Gemini r-band image of 
the 20″  square shows an optical counterpart (rAB =  25.1 ±  0.1 mag), as 
identified by the 5″  bars. b, The light curve of the persistent radio source 
coincident with FRB 121102 over the course of the VLA campaign, 
indicating variability on timescales shorter than 1 day. Error bars are 1σ. 
The average flux density of the source of about 180 µ Jy is marked in grey, 
and the epochs at which bursts were detected at the VLA are indicated 
(red triangles). The variability of the persistent radio counterpart is 
uncorrelated with the detection of bursts (see Methods).
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Figure 3 | Broadband spectral energy distribution of the counterpart. 
Detections of the persistent radio source (blue circles), the optical 
counterpart (red and orange squares) and 5σ upper limits at various 
frequency bands (arrows) are shown; see Methods for details. Spectral 
energy distributions of other radio point sources are scaled to match the 
radio flux density at 10 GHz and overlaid for comparison: low-luminosity 
AGN in Henize 2-10, a star-forming dwarf galaxy28 placed at 25 Mpc 
(blue); radio-loud AGN QSO 2128−  12329 scaled by 10− 4.3 to simulate a 
lower-luminosity AGN and placed at 3 Gpc (yellow); and the Crab nebula30 
at 4 Mpc (red). Fν is the flux density and νFν is the flux density weighted by 
photon energy.
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Very young, but not too young 

The flux is much higher than 
the Crab

àMuch younger and powerful 
than the Crab pulsar. 

In the early stage, radio waves 
cannot escape the nebula ...

à The NS is sufficiently old and/or
the SN ejecta mass is small.



• The rate of repeating FRBs inferred from the survey  
(Scholz+16)

• which can be translated to the formation rate as

Formation rate

Optical emission of double pulsar formation 5
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Fig. 1.— The bolometric light curve (black solid curve) and heat-
ing rates. The ejecta mass, initial kinetic energy of the ejecta, and
the spin-down luminosity of the new-born pulsar are chosen to be
0.1M�, 4.4 ·1050 erg, and 2.2 ·1044 erg/s, respectively. The heating
rate due to the shock, Compton scattering, and bound-free absorp-
tion are shown as a red solid, purple short dot-dashed, and green
long dot-dashed curve, respectively. Also shown as a vertical solid
(dashed) line is the di↵usion time of thermal photons (the time
when the ejecta become optically thin to TeV � rays).

with strong winds. We would like to emphasize that
this is a natural outcome of double pulsar formation like
PSR J0737-3039A/B. While the fluctuation in the light
curves and the i-band peak luminosity are not fully ac-
counted, these depend on the ionization state and details
of the bound-bound opacities, thereby radiation transfer
simulations are needed to address these structures.

3.3. Variations in the optical couterparts

In the above, we demonstrated that the optical coun-
terpart of the double pulsar formation like PSR J0737-
3039A/B, i.e., the ejecta mass of ⇠ 0.1M� and the pul-
sar’s initial spin-down luminosity of ⇠ 2 · 1044 erg/s,
has a fast rise time, bright peak luminosity, which agree
with the observed light curves of the rapidly rising op-
tical transients. However, the formation of double pul-
sars likely has variations in the orbital period at the sec-
ond core-collapse and the strength of the magnetic field.
Therefore we expect there to be a broad range of the peak
luminosities (see Kashiyama et al. 2016 for details). For
instance, the spin-down luminosity of a pulsar in a bi-
nary with an orbital period of 0.65 days, corresponding
to a merger time of 10 Gyr, is ⇠ 3 ·1041 erg/s, if the pro-
genitor star is tidally synchronized. In such a case, the
radioactivity of 56Ni may provide more energy than the
pulsar wind at the peak time of the light curve (Moriya
et al. 2016).

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We study optical counterparts of a new-born pulsar in
double neutron star systems like PSR J0737-3039A/B.
We consider the thermal emission arising from the su-
pernova ejecta interacting with the pulsar wind. Given
the ejecta mass, magnetic field’s strength of the pulsar
inferred from the PSR J0737-3039A/B, and its initial
spin, which is determined based on the argument of the
tidal synchronization of the progenitor star, this emis-
sion has a peak bolometric luminosity of ⇠ 1044 erg/s
and a rise time of ⇠ 10 days. In addition, the optical

light curves have a long-lasting tail due to the photoelec-
tric absorption of X-ray and UV photons emitted by the
pulsar wind nebula. These features are consistent with
those of the observed rapidly-rising transients (Arcavi
et al. 2016). A concern about this scenario is that broad
emission and absorption of H↵ are seen in the spectrum
of PTF10iam, which are not expected for the explosion
of ultra-striped progenitors. However, it might be possi-
ble to be explained by Si II so that more detailed studies
of the spectra are needed.
Apart from the emission of the ejecta powered by the

pulsar wind, there is also significant non-thermal radia-
tion from the pulsar wind nebula, which we do not con-
sider in this paper. This emission has a broad spectrum
from the radio to X and � rays and is a plausible coun-
terpart of a new-born pulsar in close double neutron star
systems. We will discuss this nebula emission in a sepa-
rate paper.
We now turn to discuss a scenario that these new-

born pulsars in close double neutron stars are the sources
of FRBs. The high spin-down luminosity and small
ejecta mass are favored to produce the FRB emission
itself (Kashiyama & Murase 2017; Metzger et al. 2017).
As we will show in a separate paper, the bright persis-
tent radio emission from the pulsar wind nebula is also
naturally explained within this scenario.
The population of repeating FRBs is consistent with

the double neutron star formation rate within uncer-
tainties. The population of repeating FRB sources can
be estimated based on the Arecibo’s survey area and
time. The rate of repeating FRBs inferred from the sur-
vey is ⇠ 1.4 · 10�5 sq. deg�1 s�1 (Scholz et al. 2016).
Given the fact that 11 bursts are detected in 0.6 day
and the survey time for each pointing is 233 s, a cor-
rection factor of ⇠ 0.05 should be taken into account.
Therefore the formation rate of FRB sources is estimated
as ⇠ 700f�1

b Gpc�1 yr�1 (⌧FRB/10 yr)
�1, where ⌧FRB is a

typical lifetime of FRB objects and fb is a beaming fac-
tor of FRBs. If fb ⇠ 1 and ⌧FRB = 30 yr, the rate is
compatible with that of the formation of close double
neutron stars with (Kim et al. 2015 for the galactic dou-
ble neutron stars and Wanderman & Piran 2015 for short
GRBs). The rate is also consistent with that of super-
luminous supernovae for ⌧FRB = 100 yr. These lifetimes
are consistent with those required from the FRB proper-
ties for the pulsar-driven supernova scenario (Kashiyama
& Murase 2017) and magnetar scenario (Metzger et al.
2017). Note, however, that the host galaxy of FRB
121101 is very small, i.e., a stellar mass of 4-7 · 107M�.
This is smaller by about two orders of magnitude than
those of the host galaxies of the observed rapidly rising
transients. This fact is against the possible connection
between rapidly rising transients and repeating FRBs.
However, we definitely need more samples for this dis-
cussion.
While the rate of rapidly-rising optical transients is

currently unknown, the more systematic observational
studies allow us to reveal the event rate and we will be
able to test our scenario. Furthermore, if this connec-
tion is correct, bright radio pulses and persistent emission
are expected to be associated with rapidly-rising optical
transients. Radio follow-up observations of these tran-
sients can confirm or rule out this scenario.

for τFRB ~ 10 yr & fb ~ 1 à ~ 0.1 % of CCSNe
for τFRB ~ 100 yr & fb ~ 1  à ~ 0.01 % of CCSNe
(though the uncertainty is huge)
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The rate of ultra-stripped supernovae powered by a
new-born pulsar in a double pulsar system is expected
to be ⇠ 0.1% of that of normal core-collapse supernovae.
This number is estimated from the population of double
neutron stars in the Galaxy (Kalogera et al. 2004; Kim
et al. 2015), as well as the rate of short GRBs (with a
correction of the beaming factor; Wanderman & Piran
2015). While the rate of rapidly rising optical transients
is still unknown, the inferred rate of ⇠ 102 Gpc�3 yr�1

looks consistent with this rate.
The formation of double pulsars likely has variations

in the orbital period at the second core collapse and the
strength of the magnetic field. Note also that, as we
mentioned earlier, the initial spin period of pulsars de-
pends on the mass loss history of the post He-burning
phase. Therefore we expect there to be a broad range
of the peak luminosities and rise times (see Kashiyama
et al. 2016 for a study with a wide range of parame-
ters of new-born pulsars). For instance, the spin-down
luminosity of a pulsar in a binary with an orbital pe-
riod of 0.65 days, corresponding to a merger time of
10 Gyr, is ⇠ 3 · 1041 erg/s, if the progenitor star is
tidally synchronized during the core He-burning phase.
In such a case, the radioactivity of 56Ni may provide
more energy than the pulsar wind at the peak time
of the light curve, and hence, the peak luminosity is
much fainter. Such population may explain some of the
observed faint ultra-stripped supernovae and calcium-
enriched gap transients (Moriya et al. 2017).

4. CONNECTION BETWEEN FAST RADIO
BURSTS AND DOUBLE PULSAR SYSTEMS?

We now turn to discuss a scenario that the new-born
pulsars in close double neutron stars are the progeni-
tors of FRBs. Young neutron star systems have been
intensively investigated as the FRB sources (e.g., Popov
& Postnov 2010; Cordes & Wasserman 2016; Connor
et al. 2016; Murase et al. 2016), and even more so for
the repeating FRB 121102 after the discovery of its host
galaxy and persistent radio counterpart. Several authors
claim that a high spin-down luminosity and/or small
ejecta mass are favored to explain the observed char-
acteristics of FRB 121102 (Kashiyama & Murase 2017;
Metzger et al. 2017; Kisaka et al. 2017; Katz 2017; Dai
et al. 2017; Piro & Burke-Spolaor 2017; Waxman 2017).
In particular, Kashiyama & Murase (2017) showed that
the persistent radio counterpart is consistent with the
radio emission arising from a pulsar wind nebula in an
ultra-stripped supernova remnant with Mej ⇠ 0.1 M�,
powered by a new-born pulsar with B ⇠ 1012–1013 G,
Ps,ns . a few ms, and an age of ⇠ 10 yr. The above pa-
rameters are in accord with those of new-born pulsars
in close double neutron stars.
The population of repeating FRB sources can be esti-

mated as follows. The rate of repeating FRBs inferred
from the survey is 5.1+17.8

�4.8 · 104 sky�1 day�1 (Scholz
et al. 2016). Given the fact that 11 bursts are detected
in 0.6 day and repeating FRBs are detectable by the
Arecibo telescope at distances out to ⇠ 1 Gpc, the for-
mation rate of repeating FRB sources is roughly esti-
mated to be ⇠ 60f�1

b Gpc�1 yr�1 (TFRB/10 yr)
�1. Here

TFRB is a typical lifetime of repeating FRB objects and
fb  1 is a beaming factor of them. If TFRB ⇠ 10 yr,
the rate is compatible with the formation rate of binary
neutron stars (see, e.g., Kalogera et al. 2004; Kim et al.
2015 for the Galactic double neutron star systems and
Wanderman & Piran 2015 for short GRBs).
While the rate of rapidly rising optical transients is

currently unknown, more systematic observational stud-
ies will allow us to reveal the event rate. This will en-
able us to test our scenario. Furthermore, if millisecond
pulsars formed in neutron star binaries are the progen-
itor of the rapidly rising optical transients, bright radio
pulses and persistent emission are expected to be asso-
ciated with these events. Therefore the radio follow-up
observations of these transients can confirm or rule out
this scenario. Also, successful detections will allow us to
discover extragalactic pulsars with millisecond periods.
While the scenario has some testable predictions, we

should note that the host property of FRB 121102 is
so far against the possible connection between rapidly
rising transients and repeating FRBs; the host galaxy of
FRB 121101 is a dwarf-star-forming galaxy (Tendulkar
et al. 2017) while those of the rapidly rising transients
are massive galaxies (Arcavi et al. 2016). We definitely
need more samples for this discussion too.

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We studied optical counterparts of a new-born pul-
sar in double neutron star systems like PSR J0737-
3039A/B. We considered the thermal emission arising
from a pulsar wind embedded in the supernova ejecta.
Given the ejecta mass, magnetic field’s strength of the
pulsar inferred from the PSR J0737-3039A/B, and its
initial spin, which is inferred from the tidal synchroniza-
tion of the progenitor star during the core He-burning
phase, this emission is expected to have a peak bolo-
metric luminosity of ⇠ 1044 erg/s and a rise time of
⇠ 10 days. In addition, the optical light curves have
a long-lasting tail due to the photoelectric absorption
of the ejecta to X-ray and UV photons emitted by the
pulsar wind nebula. These features are broadly consis-
tent with those of the observed rapidly rising optical
transients (Arcavi et al. 2016).
There are several issues in our model. Regarding the

pulsar model of ultra-stripped supernovae, one of the
concerns is that the broad emission and absorption lines
of H↵ are seen in the spectrum of PTF10iam, which



Second, propagation of an FRB through the SN ejecta can
induce a significant amount of DM. In the case of FRB 121102,
DM from the host galaxy and near source region is estimated to
be 1 1- -55 pc cm DM 225 pc cm3

host
3. An interstellar pro-

pagation through the host galaxy can naturally provide
-( )O 100 pc cm 3 (Tendulkar et al. 2017). The observed DM

of FRB 121102 is roughly constant during the observed period
of ∼4 years, while the DM due to the SNR should evolve as

µ -tDMej
2 (Lyutikov et al. 2016; Murase et al. 2016). The NS

also needs to be old enough so that

» -� ( )n rDM 100 pc cm 10ej e,ej ej
3

is satisfied.
Third, the observed persistent radio emission of FRB 121102

can be interpreted as synchrotron emission from relativistic
electrons in the PWN. Given that the power budget of the PWN
is the spin-down luminosity, the energy condition can be
described as

� �< ( ), 11e,nb,min e,inj,max

where �e,nb,min is the required energy in relativistic electrons in
order to explain the quasi-steady radio emission and �e,inj,max is
the upper limit of the energy stored in the PWN. We estimate
�e,inj,max as
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where � �» -1 Be is the injection efficiency. The last factor in
the right-hand side represents the effect of adiabatic energy loss
of the PWN. In fact, the radiative energy loss can be also
relevant, and thus Equation (12) gives a strict upper limit. The
observed quasi-steady radio spectrum of FRB 121102 can be
fitted by a broken power law(Chatterjee et al. 2017):
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~ -p 0.172 . Although the n nF spectrum may have other peaks,
here we assume the PWN bolometric luminosity is dominated by
the radio bands and estimate the minimum required energy stored
in PWN electrons. The typical Lorentz factor of radio-emitting
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In order to satisfy Equation (11), the initial spin-down
luminosity should be large enough for providing sufficient
energy to the PWN, and the NS should be young enough to
prevent significant adiabatic cooling.

Another important constraint on the PWN may come from
the fact that there is no sign of synchrotron self-absorption in

the persistent radio spectrum(Murase et al. 2016; Yang et al.
2016):

t <n=∣ ( )1. 15sa 1 GHz

Figure 1. Constraints on the parameter space ( )P B,i dip of the young NS model
for FRB 121102. We set the SN ejecta mass and explosion energy as
( �M ,ej sn ) = ( :M3 , 10 erg51 ). The dashed and dotted–dashed lines indicate the
minimum energy requirement of the PWN (Equation (11)) and the condition on
the DM contribution from the PWN and SN ejecta (Equations (10) and (17)),
respectively. The SN ejecta is assumed to be singly ionized, for simplicity. The
dotted lines enclose the parameter space in which the spin-down luminosity can
be comparable to the FRB luminosity (Equation (7)).
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ü PWNe with Mej ~ a few Msun, P0 ~ ms, Bdip ~ 1013 G, & tage ~ a few 10-100 yrs
can explain the repeating FRB. 

ü If tage ~ 100 yrs, the formation rate is ~ 0.01 % of core-collapse SNe.



pulsar wind nebula

supernova ejecta

~ a few months after the explosion

The non-thermal pulsar wind nebula (PWN) emission in 
the radio bands starts to escape the supernova ejecta. 
à repeating FRBs and the persistent radio counterpart? 

The PWN emission is absorbed
and thermalized in the supernova ejecta, 
powering a luminous supernova.

~ 1-100 yr after the explosion

A Very Young NS in a Bubble
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Fig. 2.— SN light curves of pulsar-driven SN models with ms
rotation and different magnetic-field strength. The upper and lower
grey lines show the observed SL-SN-Ic PTF 09cnd and BL-SNe Ic
1998bw, respectively.

Actually, e.g., Maeda et al. (2007) proposed a newborn
magnetar as a relevant energy source of a type Ibc SN
2005bf. In this regard, it is important to show in what
parameter range ordinary SN Ibc is compatible with the
pulsar-driven scenario and how to identify the underlying
newborn pulsars.

3. PULSAR-DRIVEN SUPERNOVA SCENARIOS

As popularly discussed in the literature (e.g.,
Ostriker & Gunn 1969; Thompson et al. 2004; Woosley
2010; Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Wang et al. 2015), very
bright SNe could be explained by the pulsar-driven SN
model with Pi ! a few ms. In this scenario, the peak
luminosity of the pulsar-driven SN can be estimated as
Lpsr
sn ≈ Erot,i× [temsd /(tejesc)

2] (Kasen & Bildsten 2010), or

Lpsr
sn ∼ 3× 1044 erg s−1

!

Bdip

1014 G

"−2! Mej

5 M⊙

"−1

×
!

Vej

2× 109 cm s−1

"!

KT

0.2 g−1 cm2

"−1

.(9)

Here,

temsd ∼ 0.4 days

!

Bdip

1014 G

"−2! Pi

ms

"2

(10)

is the dipole spin-down timescale,9 and

tejesc ∼ 19 days

!

Mej

5 M⊙

"1/2! Vej

2× 109 cm s−1

"−1/2

×
!

KT

0.2 g−1 cm2

"1/2

. (11)

is the photon diffusion time from the ejecta.

9 As for the spin-down luminosity, we use a formula motivated
by up-to-date MHD simulations, which give a factor 9/2 larger
value on average than the classical dipole formula (see Eq. A2).
As a result, temsd and Lpsr

sn becomes smaller by the same factor for
a given Bdip and Pi. This difference may affect the estimation of
these parameters from observations.

In this work, we numerically calculate light curves of
SNe driven by fast-spinning strongly-magnetized new-
born NSs embedded in SE progenitors. Details of the
model description are given in Appendix. We assume
that the energy injection is caused by spherical winds
rather than jets, and both 56Ni decay and magnetized
wind are taken into account as energy sources. The
thermalization of the non-thermal emission is approx-
imately taken into account, and the optical SN emis-
sion and early non-thermal nebular emission are ob-
tained consistently. The effect of GW spin-down is in-
corporated in a simple parametric form. The present
model is based on Murase et al. (2015) but with sev-
eral refinements, e.g., including the effect of 56Ni decay.
The simple model allows us to explore a wide parame-
ter range; the initial spin of Pi = 1 − 30 ms, poloidal
magnetic field of Bdip = 1013−15 G, SN ejecta mass of
Mej = 1−10M⊙, 56Ni mass ofM56Ni = 0.05−1.0, SN ex-
plosion energy of Esn = 1051−52 erg, and grey body opac-
ity KT = 0.05− 0.2 g−1 cm−2. Note that KT ∼ 0.1 and
0.2 g−1 cm−2 corresponds to electron scattering for singly
ionized and fully ionized helium, respectively, and can be
smaller for e.g., a partially ionized C- or O-dominated
ejecta.
In Fig. 2, we show some light curve ex-

amples of the millisecond-pulsar-driven SN model.
The thicker red lines correspond to larger magnetic
fields. The grey lines indicate the observed SL-SN-
Ic PTF 09cnd (Quimby et al. 2011) and BL-SNe Ic
1998bw (Galama et al. 1998). Pulsar-driven SNe become
as bright as SL-SNe with Bdip ! 1014 G. In such cases,
a significant fraction of the spindown luminosity need to
be converted into SN radiation. In particular, ASASSN-
15lh (Dong et al. 2015), the most luminous SL-SN Ic ever
discovered, is challenging in this regard. The pulsar-
driven SN model with Bdip ∼ 1013 G and Pi ! 1 ms
can reproduce the observed light curve of this event.
We also consider the stronger case, where energy in-

jection from fast-spinning NSs contributes to some BL-
SNe Ibc and possibly ordinary SNe Ibc. For a fixed ini-
tial spin, the peak luminosity becomes smaller with a
stronger magnetic field since temsd becomes smaller (see
Fig. 2 and Eqs. 9-10). The physical reason is that
the proto-NS spins down long before the photon diffu-
sion time, and the injected energy by the pulsar wind is
lost via the adiabatic cooling. This means, on the other
hand, that the injected energy is used for acceleration of
the ejecta rather than SN radiation. Interestingly, as for
Pi ∼ a few ms and Bdip " 5×1014 G, the peak luminosity
becomes Lpsr

sn ! 1043 erg s−1 and the mean ejecta veloc-
ity is Vej ∼ 20, 000 km s−1, which is compatible with the
observed BL-SNe Ibc. An interesting possibility is that
SL-SNe Ic and BL-SNe are connected sequences, and the
main difference is the strength of the magnetic field.
Although the pulsar-driven SN model can explain the

peak light curve of BL-SNe Ibc, the radioactive decay of
56Ni has typically been considered as the main energy
source, so as in the case of ordinary SNe Ibc. The peak
luminosity powered by the 56Ni decay can be roughly

4 Kashiyama et al.
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Fig. 3.— Comparison of observed SN Ibc and BL-SN Ibc (grey
lines) and theoretical light curves. The red solid and dotted-dashed
lines show wind powered cases, whereas the blue dashed lines show
56Ni-powered cases.

estimated as L
56Ni
sn ≈ L56Ni × (t56Ni/t

ej
esc)

2, or

L
56Ni
sn ∼ 4× 1042 erg s−1

!

M56Ni

0.1 M⊙

"!

Mej

5 M⊙

"−1

×
!

Vej

109 cm s−1

"!

KT

0.05 g−1 cm2

"−1

.(12)

On the other hand, the observed barometric luminosi-
ties range from ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for SN Ibc and ∼
1043 erg s−1 for BL-SN Ibc. The synthesized 56Ni masses
are estimated to be ∼ 0.05 − 0.8 M⊙, although the un-
certainties are large (e.g., Drout et al. 2011; Lyman et al.
2014).
Fig. 3 shows several sample light curves. The blue

dashed lines are the cases in which only 56Ni decay is
considered. The grey lines are the observed light curves
of SNe Ibc and BL-SN Ibc (Drout et al. 2011). Compar-
ing Eqs. (9) and (12), one sees that the pulsar-driven
model may also mimic SN light curves, with the flux as
dim as that of observed SN Ibc, by considering a rela-
tively large magnetic fields, Bdip ! 5×1015 G. Note that
a relatively slow rotation of Pi ! 10 ms better explain
ordinary SNe Ibc; if the spin is faster, the SN ejecta is
inevitably accelerated up to a high velocity and the SN
becomes brighter (see Eq. 9). At this stage, one could
speculate that some of BL-SNe Ibc and SNe Ibc are also
connected sequences. Both can be driven, or aided by
newborn pulsars with a magetar-class dipole field, and
the difference is the spin.

3.1. Optical Constraints on Pi and Bdip

In addition to the peak luminosity we discussed above,
the rising and decaying timescale of the SN light curve
can be used to constrain the physical parameters of the
underlying proto-NSs. Fig. 4 focuses on the raising and
early decline of light curves. The grey lines indicate the
observed range of SN Ibc and BL-SN Ibc (Drout et al.
2011). The decline rate is in the range of 0.3 " MR,15 "
1.0, where MR,15 is MR − MR,max at 15 days after the
peak. The thick solid red line shows a pulsar-driven
case broadly consistent with SN Ibc. The evolution of
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Fig. 5.— Contour plot showing properties of SN counter-
part of fast-spinning strongly-magnetized proto-NS formed with
Mej = 2 M⊙, M56Ni = 0.05 M⊙, Esn = 1 × 1051 erg and
KT = 0.05 g−1 cm2. The color with solid lines shows the peak
absolute magnitude, the dotted-dash lines show the decline rate of
the light curve, MR,15 = 0.3 and 1.0, and the dotted line shows the
contour of EK = 1×1052 erg. Parameter region broadly consistent
with the observed SN Ibc is indicated.

the light curve becomes wider when the poloidal field is
smaller (dash line) because the energy injection rate de-
clines more slowly. Also, a larger ejecta mass case (dot-
ted dash line) gives a slow light curve because the photon
diffusion time becomes longer.
In Figs. 5 and 6, we show in what parameter range

the pulsar-driven SN model can explain the observed op-
tical emission from SE-SNe. Fig. 5(6) corresponds to
relatively low (high) ejecta mass, Mej = 2 M⊙ (5 M⊙).
In both cases, the 56Ni mass and SN explosion energy is
moderate, and the SN emission are predominantly pow-
ered by a magnetized wind except for the right-bottom
conner of the panels. The boundary of the Ni dominated
region is shown by the solid white line. SNe Ibc with
MR,max ∼ −(17− 18) and MR,15 ∼ 0.3− 1.0 can be ex-
plained by pulsar-driven SN model in the right-top con-
ner of the panels, Pi ! 10 ms and Bdip ! 5×1014 G. Note

“Height” “Width”

For a given P0 ,
SN becomes the brightest if 

tsd ⇠ tdif

For a given P0 ,
SN becomes slower 
for a smaller Bp

KK +16
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Mej = 5 Msun, MNi = 0.1 Msun, Esn = 3 × 1051 erg
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Fig. 6.— Same as Fig. 5, but with Mej = 5 M⊙, M56Ni =
0.1 M⊙, and Esn = 3 × 1051 erg. Parameter regions broadly con-
sistent with the observed SN Ibc, BL-SN Ibc, and SL-SN Ic are
indicated.

that proto-NSs with relatively weak poloidal fields can-
not hide in SN Ibc since the light curves become slower
than the observed ones. BL-SNe Ibc with MR,max ∼
−(18−19) and Vej ∼ 20, 000 km s−1 can be explained by
the larger-mass cases, Mej ! 5 M⊙, with Pi ∼ a few ms
and Bdip ! 5 × 1014 G, in which the kinetic energy is
also mainly provided by the magnetized wind. SL-SNe
Ic also prefers relatively large ejecta-mass case since its
light curve is relatively slow, MR,40 ∼ 1.0. The best fit-
ting parameter range is Pi " a few ms and Bdip ! 1013 G.
The possibility that a significant fraction of stripped-

envelope SNe are driven by nascent pulsars is interesting
in view of the connection among GRBs, SL-SNe and BL-
SNe (see also Metzger et al. 2015). It is also of interest
in view of the connection to Galactic magnetars in the
dynamo hypothesis.

3.2. Late-time behavior

As shown above, peak optical light curves of SNe Ibc
and BL-SNe Ibc can be broadly explained by the pulsar-
driven model with appropriate choice of Pi and Bdip. On
the other hand, these SNe have been considered to be
mainly powered by 56Ni decay. The parameter degen-
eracy between Pi, Bp, and M56Ni cannot be solved only
from the peak optical light curves. One promising way is
to use late-time spectroscopy. Indeed, in some cases, the
56Ni masses are independently determined by observing
Fe-line emissions in the Co decay phase (! 100 days),
and are consistent with the values obtained from the
peak optical light curves. However, such observations
are challenging since the line emissions are typically very
faint. Also, there are still significant uncertainties in the
line transfer calculation. Another possible way to solve
the parameter degeneracy is to use the late-time optical
photometry from SNe, which can provide an independent
constraint on the 56Ni mass. However, it is known that
the late-time light curves of SE-SNe are heterogeneous,
and difficult to fit consistently with the optical peak
using a simple 56Ni-decay model (e.g., Wheeler et al.
2015). Also, pulsar-driven models could reproduce the
light curves. Note that our simple model of calculating
optical light curves becomes less reliable after the late

decline phase, or early nebular phase, say ∼ 20 days af-
ter the peaks. More detailed theoretical calculations of
late-time optical emission are necessary.

4. MULTI-MESSENGER TESTS

Because of additional parameters in the pulsar-driven
SN model, optical light-curves alone may not be used to
distinguish the model from the other competing mod-
els. To break parameter degeneracies, multi-messenger
approaches are the key to testing the pulsar-driven sce-
nario for SE-SNe from ordinary SN Ibc to BL-SN Ibc
and SLSN Ic, and also the Galactic magnetar connec-
tion to SE-SNe. A unique signature of a newborn pul-
sar engine is the pulsar wind nebular (PWN) emission
in x rays (e.g., Perna et al. 2008; Metzger et al. 2013;
Murase et al. 2015) and gamma rays (Kotera et al. 2013;
Murase et al. 2015). Although the dissipation mecha-
nism of magnetized winds is still controversial, a most
likely outcome is an injection of ultra-relativistic elec-
trons, which triggers leptonic pair cascades mediated via
synchrotron emission and (inverse) Compton scattering.
The synthesized nebular emissions are entirely down-
scattered into the thermal bath in the earlier phase of
the ejecta expansion, but start to escape the ejecta at a
later time. By observing such broad-band nebular emis-
sions in soft-x-ray, hard-x-ray, and gamma-ray bands, it
is possible to put independent constraints on the physi-
cal parameters of underlying NSs. Such signals can also
probe the particle acceleration in embryonic PWNe.
Moreover, fast-spinning strongly-magnetized proto-

NSs are possible sources of new messengers. In
general, fast-spinning proto-NSs are unstable to non-
axisymmetric perturbations, and can evolve into a plau-
sible configuration for emitting GWs (e.g., Kokkotas
2008; Bartos et al. 2013). The GW frequency is f ∼
100 Hz−1 kHz, which coincides with the target frequency
range of ground-based interferometers. In principle, the
detection of such GWs can be used to determine physical
parameters of newborn pulsars, e.g., the rotation period
and deformation rate. Neutrino is also a powerful mes-
senger. In addition to multi-MeV thermal neutrinos from
proto-NSs, some hadron acceleration processes can occur
in the magnetized wind or jet, and the energy dissipation
results in GeV to EeV neutrino emissions (Murase et al.
2014, 2009; Fang et al. 2014; Lemoine et al. 2015). Such
high-energy neutrinos can be a probe of the physics in
strongly-magnetized winds.

4.1. High-energy x-ray and gamma-ray emission

Non-thermal emission from PWNe can be a smoking
gun signal of underlying newborn pulsar engines. The
injection spectrum is a hard power law, dNγ/dEγ ∝ E−s

γ
with s ∼ 1.5 − 2.5 from soft x-ray to GeV-TeV gamma
rays (Murase et al. 2015, see also Sec.C). The light curve
depends on the spindown of the underlying NS, thus can
be a probe of its physical parameters.
Here, we focus on the hard x-ray counterpart, where

the Compton scattering is the main interaction process
inside the SN ejecta and our theoretical calculation is
most robust. We discuss the detectability using NuS-
TAR (Harrison et al. 2013), which operates in the band
from 3 to 79 keV. Hard x rays can be also produced in the
56Ni-powered model; the gamma-rays produced by the

KK+16
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Ni powered

See also
Metzger+16, Margalit+17

ü Pulsar-driven superluminous SNe: Mej ~ a few Msun, P0 ~ ms, Bdip ~ 1013 G                             
à consistent with the young NS model for FRB 121102

ü The event rate is consistent;  ~ 0.01 % of core collapse SNe
ü The host gal. type is also consistent



pulsar wind nebula

supernova ejecta

~ a few months after the explosion

The non-thermal pulsar wind nebula (PWN) emission in 
the radio bands starts to escape the supernova ejecta. 
à repeating FRBs and the persistent radio counterpart? 

The PWN emission is absorbed
and thermalized in the supernova ejecta, 
powering a luminous supernova.

~ 1-100 yr after the explosion

A Very Young NS in a Bubble



Radio PWNe of SLSN remnants

Omand,KK,Murase 17

ü Detectable with ALMA from ~ 1 Gpc
<~ a few yrs after the explosion

ü Detectable with VLA from ~ 1 Gpc
~ few 10 yrs after the explosion, and 
consistent with FRB121102

0. fit SLSN light curves with the pulsar driven model
1. calculate the early PWN emission

6 Omand et al.

Figure 6. The same as Figure 5, but for the Pmax parameter sets
from Table 2.

of the radio PWNe on the spin period. The solid thick and
thin lines correspond to the fastest (P = 1 ms) and slowest
(P = Pmax = 2.4 ms) spinning models allowed for SN2011ke,
respectively. As shown in Table 2, the slower rotating case
requires a smaller magnetic field, which makes the spin-down
time longer, and thus the spin-down luminosity can be kept
relatively high for a longer time. Also the slower rotating
case indicates a smaller ejecta mass, so the radio PWNe
becomes transparent earlier. Consequently, the peak lumi-
nosity of the slower rotating case is brighter than the faster
rotating case by a factor of . 10.

The light curves as would be observed from Earth in
the 1 GHz band and 100 GHz band are shown in Fig. 5. The
P = 1 ms parameter sets are adopted. The solid lines indi-
cate the light curve with our nominal absorption, while the
dashed lines indicate the light curve with no absorption. For
the 1 GHz band, VLA’s 26 µJy median flux density from 68
background sources around the persistent source is shown,
and for the 100 GHz band the 51 µJy 3� detection limit from

ALMA. 2 We find that radio emission from some SLSNe in
our samples reach the VLA sensitivity in 10-20 years and
the emission is detectable until 30 years after the explosion.
If the absorption is suppressed by other e↵ects such as mass
shredding via Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, the detection of
radio sigals is possible at earlier times. In the 100 GHz band
with about our nominal absorption, several SLSNe in our
sample have a peak submm flux that is close to the ALMA
detection limit, and SN2015bn is clearly detectable. If
the absorption is suppressed and emission at the peak time
is observed, non-thermal submm signals could be detected
from 2-7 months until 1-2 years after the explosion. Moti-
vated by the possible connection between pulsar-driven SNe
and FRBs (Murase et al. 2016), with the dashed black line,
we show the 180 µJy flux of the persistent source of FRB
121102 (Chatterjee et al. 2017).

In Fig. 6 we show radio light curves for each SN, using
their Pmax parameter sets from Table 2. At 1 GHz, all SNe
show a flux peak at later times than in our fiducial cases,
with a timescale of ⇠ 20-30 years that is not heavily a↵ected
by absorption. All SNe are detectable by VLA except for
iPTF13ajg, even with our nominal parameters including the
absorption in the SN ejecta. Around its peak, SN2015bn
is well above the FRB 121102 persistent source flux and
SN2011ke is only slightly below. At 100 GHz, all SNe are
detectable regardless of the absorption in the ejecta. Even
with maximum absorption, the emission is detectable from
9 months to 2 years until 3-30 years after the explosion.

3.2 Radio Emission from Ejecta Forward Shocks

So far we have mainly considered radio emission from PWNe
associated with pulsar-driven SLSNe. In addition to this
component, we expect radio synchrotron emission from elec-
trons accelerated at the SN forward shock. Here we esti-
mate such a radio SN emission using a standard model (e.g.,
Chevalier 1998; Nakar & Piran 2011).

With the model parameters in Table 2, the pulsar cen-
tral engine spins down within a few months after the ex-
plosion. Most of the initial rotation energy is converted
into the kinetic energy of the SN ejecta, which is EK ⇠
2 ⇥ 1052 erg (P/1 ms)�2. The typical ejecta velocity is
vej ⇡ (2EK/Mej)

1/2 ⇠ 0.06⇥c (P/1 ms)�1(Mej/5 M�)
�1/2.

In this case, the peak of the radio light curve with ⌫ & GHz
typically corresponds to the deceleration time of the SN
ejecta, tdec ⇠ 100 yr (Mej/5 M�)

1/3(n/1 cm�3)�1/3, where
n is the number density of the interstellar medium. The peak
flux can be estimated as Fpeak ⇠ 65 µJy (⌫/1.5 GHz)�3/4

for a luminosity distance of DL = 300 Mpc. In the above
estimate, we assume that the power-law index of acceler-
ated electrons as p = 2.5, the magnetic field amplification
e�ciency as ✏B = 0.1, and the electron acceleration e�-
ciency as ✏e = 0.1; these values are consistent with

those derived from the late radio afterglows from

long GRBs (Frail et al. 2000, 2005). Before the peak,
the flux evolves as / t3. Note that the above parameter
set for the radio emission from ejecta is optimistic; e.g., the
ejecta kinetic energy is smaller for a slower rotating case.

2 Note that these limits actually come from the 3 GHz and 230
GHz band of VLA and ALMA, respectively.

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2017)

1GHz

100 GHz



Still missing …
• The observed upper limits on the radio PWNe

Omand et al. in prep
Law et al. in prep

by ALMA and NOEMA by VLA (including FRB search) 

preliminary

preliminary



Powerful survey facilities online 

CHIME
The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment

UTMOST 
an upgrade of the Molonglo Observatory 

Synthesis Telescope (MOST)

HIRAX
The Hydrogen Intensity and Real-time Analysis eXperiment

ASKAP
The Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder



3.  A Missing Energy 



Double WD merger

Ia SNe?

Debris expansion Fast-spinning  WD
@ mass shedding limit?

à Prot = 1-10 sec 

~ 1 yr -1gal-1

~ 1050erg/100yr
~ 10 % of CCSN 

Not found



Cosmic ray e� factories?

Kashiyama, Ioka, & Kawanaka 11



Origin of FRBs?

Kashiyama, Ioka & Mészáros 13



Let’s search for fast spinning single WDs!



The Target Signal
P = 6.68 hr
Amp. ~ 5%

e.g., magnetized (3x108 G)WD G111−49 

See also • DECam minute cadence survey Belardi+ (2016)
• Kepler/K2 observation of pulsating WD Hermes+ (2017)

But there is no sub-mimute cadence survey so far …



How many fssWDs?

ṄWD ⇠ 1 yr�1 gal�1

nWD = 4.49⇥ 10�3 pc�3

à fraction of merger-origin WDs: 

WD birth rate: 

Double WD merger rate: Ṅmerger ⇠ 10�(2-3) yr�1 gal�1

Badenes & Maoz (2012)

Hollands+ (2018)

à

Local number density of WDs from Gaia observations

4.49⇥ 10�5 pc�3

✓
ffssWD

1%

◆✓
nWD

4.49⇥ 10�3pc

◆

f↵sWD ⇠ 0.1-1%



The Hertz Spinning Object survey����
with
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Why with Tomo-e?

Because it’s a CMOS camera
capable of sub-minute cadence!

& because of its wide field of view!



Prospects
• Limiting magnitude: g = 19,  sky coverage 10,000 deg2

• ffssWD = 0.3%
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Pipeline Construction, 
Test Observations Under Way  

�WD
� K2 field
� HeSO ASF

preliminary



Summary
1. The diversity of young neutron stars is originated 

from the fallback accretion onto the newborns?

2. The central engine of (repeating) FRBs and 
superluminous SN is the same?

3. Let us search for the fastest spinning white dwarf! 


